A0016: Mac Pick-Up Removable Basket 16”

To Assemble:

1. Remove screws from handle (A) with a #2 Phillips screw driver.
2. Insert handle into both side brackets (H). Be sure the curve at the bottom of the handle is turned up.
3. Align the predrilled holes and re-insert screws.
4. Slide stability bar onto the black fitting attached to the front frame. Be sure that the open end of fitting (N) faces down on the handle (A) cross pipe.
5. Align pre-drilled hole on stability bar and tap dowel pin in with hammer.

** Assembly videos can be emailed upon request **

** Tools needed: hammer and #2 phillips screw driver **

• Actual pick up area is 14”
• The Bag-A-Nut will pick up nuts rolling forward or backward, but nuts will only be ejected into the basket while moving forward.
• To empty the basket, pull back the fitting (N) in order to disengage the stability bar (D) from the handle (A).
• While holding the stability bar (D) in one hand pointing up, lightly press down to spread open the basket supports (E).
• The basket (B) can then be removed by pulling up on the basket shaft.
• Satisfaction guaranteed; all parts are warranted from manufacturer’s defects for one year from the date of purchase.
• Standard shipping charges will be added to order.